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Abstract. In this paper, K quasiconformal maps of Riemann surfaces are investi-

gated. A theorem, which is similar to Schwarz's lemma, is proved for a certain class of

K quasiconformal maps. This result is then used to give elementary proofs of theorems

concerning K quasiconformal maps. These include Schottky's lemma, Liouville's

theorem, and the big Picard theorem. Some of Huber's results on analytic self-

mappings of Riemann surfaces are also generalized to the K quasiconformal case.

Finally, as an application of the Schwarz type theorem, a geometric proof of a

special case of Moser's theorem is given.

1. Introduction. In this paper, K quasiconformal maps of Riemann surfaces are

investigated. A theorem, which is similar to Schwarz's lemma, is proved for a

certain class of TC quasiconformal maps. This result is then used to give elementary

proofs of known theorems concerning K quasiconformal maps. These include

Schottky's lemma, Liouville's theorem, and the big Picard theorem. Some of

Huber's results on analytic self-mappings of Riemann surfaces are also generalized

to the K quasiconformal case. Finally, as an application of the Schwarz type

theorem, a geometric proof of a special case of Moser's theorem is given.

I wish to express my deep gratitude to Professor Kobayashi for his many helpful

suggestions as well as his encouragement and patience. I also thank Professor Wu

for several helpful discussions.

2. Definitions. Let D = {z eC\ \z\< 1}. The Poincaré-Bergman metric on D is

given by ds2 = (l/(l — \z\2)2) dz dz. If we let dD(x, y) denote the corresponding

distance function, then it is easy to show that dD(0, y) = log ((1 + |y\)/(l — \y\)). If

we let 7/ denote the upper half plane={z eC \ im z>0}, then H is conformally

equivalent to D. The Poincaré-Bergman metric on H is given by ds2 = (l/4y2) dz dz,

where y=im z.

In the literature, it is often required that quasiconformal maps be homeo-

morphisms. For the purposes of this paper, this will not be necessary, mainly

because the work of Bers and Mori enables us to reduce problems to this case.

Thus we shall use the following definitions.
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Definition. By a rectangle R in C, we mean a Jordan region together with a

pair of disjoint closed arcs on the boundary (the b arcs). If R is conformally

equivalent to {z = x+iy | 0-xSa, OSyúb} with the b arcs being mapped to

{z = x + iy | x = 0 or x = a}, then the modulus of £ is mod R = a/b.

Definition (geometric). Let V and W be domains in C and let w: V-> W be

a homeomorphism such that

mod R = K mod w(£),

for all rectangles £ with R<= V. Then w is said to be a £ quasiconformal homeo-

morphism. A map/: V^- C is called K quasiconformal if f=g ° w, where w is a

£ quasiconformal homeomorphism and g is holomorphic.

Definition (analytic). Let p. be a complex valued measurable function on a

domain K<=C with \p\ á(£—l)/(£+1). Let w be a continuous function with £2

derivatives satisfying the Beltrami equations w¡ = pwz almost everywhere. Then w

is called a K quasiconformal map. Let w: M^-M' be a mapping of Riemann

surfaces. We say w is K quasiconformal if it is K quasiconformal in terms of local

coordinates.

In [3], Bers used the work of Mori and Morrey to show that the analytic and

geometric definitions are equivalent. For further equivalent definitions, see Gehring

[5].

3. Schwarz's lemma. From the analytic definition, it can be seen that the 1

quasiconformal maps on V are precisely the holomorphic functions. Thus, it is

natural to ask to what extent does the theory of holomorphic functions generalize

to K quasiconformal functions.

We shall begin by examining the Schwarz-Pick lemma. In its invariant form, it

says that any holomorphic map /:£->£ is distance decreasing with respect to

the Poincaré-Bergman metric on D, i.e., that JD(/(x),/(j'))áí/D(x, y), Vx, y e D.

In order to obtain an analog for £ quasiconformal maps, we need the following

theorem, which was discovered by Morrey, Ahlfors and Lavrent'ev and, in its

sharp form, by Mori. For a proof, see Ahlfors [2].

Theorem 1. Let w: D -> D be a Kquasiconformal homeomorphism with w>(0) = 0.

Then

(1) \w(x)-wiy)\ < l6\x-y\llK,   forallx,yeD.

This enables us to obtain the following.

Theorem 2. Let £^ 1 and 0<eg(l/32)K be fixed. There exists a constant CK¡£,

which depends only on K and e, such that for any K quasiconformal map fi: £) -> D,

we have

dDifi(x),fiy))úCK.e[dD(x,y)]llK,       ifidDix,y)^e;

dD(f(x),f(y)) = CKtedDix,y), ifidD(x,y) à e.

Proof. By using the Riemann mapping theorem, we can assume that/=g » w

where w: D -> D is a K quasiconformal homeomorphism and g is holomorphic.
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Since g is distance decreasing by the classical Schwarz-Pick lemma, it suffices to

show the inequality for w. Thus we can assume that fis a homeomorphism.

It suffices to show that (2) holds when/(0) = 0, y = 0 and x e [0, 1). This follows

since

(i) the set of holomorphic automorphisms of D acts transitively on D;

(ii) dD is invariant under a holomorphic automorphism;

(iii) if w is a K quasiconformal map and g and n are holomorphic, then g o w ° h

is K quasiconformal.

Under the assumptions above, (1) yields

|/(x)| = 16*1'* = 16[log jlí]1'* = lotero)]1'*.

Choose  c>0 such that log((l+r)/(l-r)) = cr for r<,\.  Since   \f(x)\^\ for

|jc|á«á(l/32)*, we have

dD(f(x),f(0)) = log }*|jfr)| ^ c|/(x)| 5 16c[c/D(x, 0)]1'*,   for c/D(x, 0) = e.

By the remarks above, we conclude that

(3) dD(fi(x),fi(y)) = l6c[dD(x,y)]V«   if dD(x,y) = «.

Choose C»f,c such that l6crllK^CK<Er for |egrSe. Then (3) implies

(4) dD(f(x),f(y)) ú CK,edD(x,y)   if*, á ^(x.j) á ..

Now if x e [0, 1) and dD(x, 0)^e, we can find an increasing sequence of real

numbers 0 = x0, xl5..., xm = x such that \e^dD(xx, x¡_».)áe for 1^/^m. Then

by (4)
m m

¿D(/M,/(0)) ¿ 2 W4^-i)) = c,,, 2 <«*i,*i-i)
(5)

= CKiSdD(x, 0).

Since 16cá CK,e, equations (3) and (5) yield (2).    Q.E.D.

Remarks. (1) Theorems 1 and 2 give bounds for \f(x)—f(y)\ in terms of x

and y. Theorem 2 is meaningful for all x and y, while Theorem 1 is meaningful only

if \x-y\ is small. However, Theorem 1 gives a better estimate of |/(x)-/(jO| if

\x—y\ is small and \y\ is close to 1.

(2) If K=l, then Theorem 2 almost reduces to Schwarz's lemma. That is, it

says that any holomorphic map/: D -> D is distance decreasing up to a constant

factor c which is independent off. It does not tell you that c= 1.

(3) A simple computation shows that the function f(z)=\z\llK'1z is K quasi-

conformal. Suppose there existed a constant c such that dD(f(x),f(y))^cdD(x,y)

for all x,yeD. Then we could find c' and S>0 such that |/(x)|^c'|x| for all

|x| < S. This would imply that |/(x)|/|x| is bounded for all 0< |x| < 5. But

lim ^r = lim \A1,K~1 = °°-
|z|->0      \Z\ |z|-.o
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Thus no such c exists and, in this sense, Theorem 2 gives the best possible result.

In [7], Ikoma has obtained results concerning the value of the

lim inf \f(x)\
w-o   \z\llK

(4) The proof shows that CK.E can be calculated explicitly.

In [9], Kobayashi defined an invariant pseudo-distance dM on each complex

manifold M. Using Proposition 2.6 of that paper, we give the following equivalent

definition of dM for a Riemann surface M. If M is not covered by D, then dM = 0.

Otherwise, let tt: D -> M be a universal covering map and let/), qe M. \fp e tt~\p)

and A=TT~1iq), then define dMip,q) = infieA dDip, q).

It is clear that for a Riemann surface M, either dM = 0 or dM is an actual distance.

Since dD and dH are equivalent to the Poincaré-Bergman distances of D and H

respectively, our notation is consistent.

For each £2:1, we define a new pseudo-distance hM.K on each Riemann surface

M. For each £2:1, let the e and CKs = CK of Theorem 2 be fixed for the remainder

of the paper. Define

hM.Ax,y) = CKdMix,y) if dMix,y) § 1,

= CK[dMix,y)f'K   ifdMix,y)i 1

for each x, yeM. Then hM¡K is a pseudo-distance on M, such that hM.K = 0 if

dM = 0 and hM.K is an actual distance otherwise.

Theorem 2 can now be stated in the following form.

Theorem 2'. £ei fi.D^DbeaK quasiconformal map. Then fi is distance de-

creasing with respect to the metrics hD¡K and dD in the following sense:

dDifix),fiy)) Ú hD,Kix, y),       Vx, y e D.

Before proceeding, it is necessary to prove

Liouville's Theorem. Let fi: C^> C be a bounded, K quasi-conformal map. Then

f is constant.

Proof. We can assume/(C) c£ and/(0) = 0. Define gn: D ~> D by gniz)=finz).

Each gn is K quasiconformal and if z0 e C with \z0\ <m, then gn(zo/ri)=f(zo) f°r

all n>m. Using Theorem 2', we have

dD(f(zo)f(0)) = dDigniz0/n), gni0)) Í hDtKiz0/n, 0).

Since the right hand side goes to zero as n^oo, we have í/d(/(z0), 0) = 0. Thus

/=0.    Q.E.D.

Theorem 3. Let fi: M'-> M' be a K quasiconformal map of Riemann surfaces.

Then fi is distance decreasing with respect to the pseudo-metrics hM.K and dw in the

sense that:

(7) dM.(fix),fiy)) ^ hMJx, y)   for every x, y e M.
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Proof. There are three cases

Case 1. dM=0. There is nothing to prove.

Case 2. dM = 0 and dM^0. Then we have the following commutative diagram:

where M=C or the Riemann sphere PX(C), tt and it are holomorphic covering

projections and/is if quasiconformal. Since C^Px(C), Liouville's theorem implies

that/is constant. Thus/is constant and (7) is trivially satisfied.

Case 3. dM^0 and dM^0.

This implies that we have the following commutative diagram:

D-^D

f
M—^M'

where n, tt' and/are as above. Let p, qeM, peTr~1(p) and A = 7T~\q). Then

using Theorem 2', we have:

dM{f(p),f(q)) = inf dD(f(p),f(q))
fe/l

= inf hM¡K(p, q) = hM¡K(p, q). Q.E.D.

Following the terminology of [9], we say that a Riemann surface M is hyperbolic

if dM is a proper distance. This leads to a generalization of the little Picard theorem.

Corollary. Let M and M' be Riemann surfaces, with M' hyperbolic and

dM = 0. Iff: M -> M' is K quasiconformal, then f is a constant map. In particular,

any K quasiconformal map f: C -*■ Px(C) — {3 points} is constant.

Proof. dM = 0 implies hM¡K = 0. By Theorem 3, we have for any x,yeM

dU'(f(x),fi(y))úhMtK(x, y) = 0. Thus/(x)=/(j) for any x,yeM and/is constant.

Clearly dc=0. The fact that Px(C) — {3 points} is covered by D is well known and

implies that Px(C)-{3 points} is hyperbolic. The second statement of the corollary

also follows from Liouville's theorem.   Q.E.D.

4. Applications. We now use the previous results to give elementary proofs of

known theorems for K quasiconformal maps. Throughout this section, M will

denote a Riemann surface which is covered by the unit disc D, i.e., M will be

hyperbolic.
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Schottky's Lemma. Let U and V be subsets of M with U compact, V open and

t/c V. Letf: D -»• M be a K quasiconformal map. Then there exists a constant r > 0,

depending only on U and V but independent off, such thatfiO) e U implies /(z) 6 V

for \z\ <r.

Proof. Since U is compact and V open, there exists s>0 such that dDix, y)tks

and xeU imply that y e V. Choose r>0 such that \z\ <r (where ze D) implies

that hD.Kiz, 0)<s. By Theorem 3,

dM(fi(0)f(z)) Ú hD.Kiz, 0)<s   if \z\ < r

and the result follows.    Q.E.D.

Before proving a generalization of the big Picard theorem, we need the following:

Lemma. Consider the punctured disk Z)* = {zeC| 0<|z[<l} and letf: D* -> D*

be a K quasiconformal map. Then fi can be extended to a K quasiconformal map

fi: D-*■ D. If fi: D* -> Ar = {z e C | r< \z\ < 1} is K quasiconformal and fi is not

homotopic to a constant function, then r = 0.

Proof. We can assume that/=g ° w, where w: D* ^-W is a K quasiconformal

homeomorphism and g: W-*■ D* is holomorphic. The complement of W in

£j(C) is the union of two disjoint simply connected sets A and B. Since g is bounded,

we have W±C—{pt}. Thus we can assume A contains more than one point. Using

the Riemann mapping theorem, wc obtain a conformai mapping v: W v £-> D

with t>-1(0) e B. This implies that we can assume that W^D* and that w is not

homotopic to a constant map. Using elementary topology, it is easy to show that

/will have a removable singularity if w can be extended to a £ quasiconformal

homeomorphism of D into D.

Let <p : H—> D* be defined by <p(z) = e2"'" and let w = w ° <p. Define a hermitian

metric on D* by

_        dzdz
aS°' * |z|2(log |z|2)2

Then (p*dso. = dsf¡. Since <p is a covering map, this means that the metric ds%.

determines the Kobayashi distance dD. (see [11, Chapter VI]). Define yn: [0, 1] -»- H

by ynit) = t + in. A simple computation shows that the length of yn with respect to

the Poincaré-Bergman metric dH is £(yn)=l/n. If an is the diameter of the set

{y„(i) | / e [0, 1]} with respect to hHtK, it follows that an -> 0 as n -> oo. Theorem 3

now implies that if bn equals the diameter of the set {H'(y„(/)) | te [0, 1]} with

respect to dD., then bn -> 0 as n -> oo. This says that the circles <p°yn are mapped

by w to simple Jordan curves which converge to 0. This follows from the formula

for dSß., and the fact that w is not homotopic to a constant. Therefore w can be

extended to all of D by setting vv(0)=0.

To prove the second statement, let /: D* -> AT be a K quasiconformal map

which is not homotopic to a constant. If 0 < r' < r, then the first part of the lemma
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implies/can be extended to/: D -*■ Ar. We have the diagram

where î is the inclusion. This is a contradiction since/o i is homotopically trivial.

Thusr = 0.    Q.E.D.

We are now in a position to generalize Ohtsuka's theorem (see [12]). When

M=Px(C) — {3 points}, this reduces to the big Picard theorem.

Ohtsuka's Theorem. Let M be a hyperbolic Riemann surface and assume that

M is embedded in an arbitrary Riemann surface M' with M compact. Letfi: D* -> M

be a K quasiconformal map. Then f can be extended to a map f: D -> M.

Proof. There are two cases.

(1) fJt(7T1(D*)) = 0. In this case / can be lifted to a K quasiconformal map

/: D* -> D. That is, we obtain the diagram :

The lemma implies that/can be extended and therefore so can/

(2) IffA7Tx(D*)) # 0, there exists (see [12]) räO such that the following diagram

is commutative

Here Ar={zeC\r<z<l}, p is a holomorphic covering projection and / is a

K quasi-conformal map. The lemma implies that r=0 and that/can be extended

to a map /: D-* D. Now since p: A0 = D* -> M is holomorphic, the original

version of Ohtsuka's theorem [12] says that/? can be extended to a map/7: D -> M.

Thus/can be extended.    Q.E.D.

5. Moser's Theorem. In this section, we prove a special case of a theorem due

to Moser [13]. For convenience, we shall assume that all functions are sufficiently

differentiable.
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Let £r = {z=Xi + /x2 eC\ \z\ ¿r} and let a^: D -> R be functions for lúi,jú2

such that A=iaijiz)) is symmetric and positive definite. Moreover, the positive

eigenvalues of A are assumed to lie between two positive values, say 1/A and A

for some fixed constant A ̂  1.

Theorem (Moser). Let u: D -*■ £+ be a positive solution of the equation

(8> Set*©-*
Then for each 0 £ r < 1, there exists a constant Cr, depending only on A and inde-

pendent of u, such that

max m(z) á Cr min w(z).
zeB, zeHr

Proof. Let « be a positive solution. Equation (8) implies that the 1 form

*={-a"È)dxi+{ai>IBdxa

is closed. Therefore, there exists a function v: D^- R such that dv = cp. Now con-

sider the map f:D->H defined by /(z) = viz) + /w(z).

Computing, we have

ldu\2    ldu\2    I8v_\2    ldv\2 _    ldu_   ôu_ \ |2   ¡Jeu    8u\j2

\dxyj      \dx2)      \Sxy)      \dx2) \ôxy  8x2) \\     I    \8xy dx2) \\

^(1+A2)|(|£,|ii)|2
|| \Sxi Sx2/ ||

\   \8xy  dx2)' \8xy  dx2)/

= (1+A2)AJ

where < , > is the usual inner product in £2 and J is the Jacobian off. This implies

that/is £ quasiconformal for some £ depending only on A (see [17, p. 223]).

Let Cr denote the diameter of Dr with respect to hD.K. Using Theorem 3, we have :

dH(f(zi),f(z2)) Ú C'r   for zy,z2e Dr.

Since dH is the distance function corresponding to the metric ds2 = il/4u2)idu2 + dv2),

we have

u(zi) I
log

u(z2)
á dH(f(zx)f(z2)) S C'r    for ZX, Z2 6 Dr.

Let u assume its maximum in Dr at zx and its minimum in Dr at z2. Then

log (u(zx)/uiz2))^C'T and setting Cr = ec', we obtain w(zi)áCrw(z2).    Q.E.D.

6. £ quasiconformal self-mappings. In this section, we generalize some of

Huber's results on analytic self-mappings of Riemann surfaces to £ quasiconformal

maps. Huber's results can be found in [6] or [12]. In this section, we define Br =

{zeC\0<r<\z\<l/r}.
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Theorem 4. Let f: Br -> Br be a K quasiconformal map. Then |deg/| á K and if

|deg/| =K, then f is given up to a rotation or inversion by f(z)= \z\eiK&re*.

Proof. Let f=g o w where w: Br—>BS is a K quasiconformal homeomorphism

and g: Bs^ BT is analytic with degg = deg/. We can assume |degg| =m>0. Since

g:Bs->Br is holomorphic, a theorem of Huber (see [15, p. 207]) implies that

1 >s-rllm. Lets = rllQ where Q^m.ln [14], Mori shows that any Q quasiconformal

homeomorphism /?: Br-> Bs is defined up to a rotation or an inversion by h(z)

= |z|i/o<?iargS. If Q>K, then w: Br^> Bs could not be of this form. Thus Q = K

and the first statement is proved.

Now if Q = K, then up to a rotation or inversion w(z)=\z\llKei&vez. By the

theorem of Huber referred to above, g(z) = zK up to a rotation or an inversion.

Thus up to a rotation or an inversion f(z)= \z\eiK&rtz.   Q.E.D.

Corollary. Let f: Br^> Bt be a K quasiconformal map. If t>rllK, then f is

homotopic to a constant map.

Proof. Let f=g o w where w: Br-> Bs is a homeomorphism and g: Bs-> Bt is

holomorphic. If |degg|>0, then, as noted in the previous proof, s>rllK. Let

s = rllQ where Q>K. Now w is Q quasiconformal, but it is not of the form w(z)

_ |z|i/oe¡argz (up t0 a rotation or inversion). This is impossible. Therefore

degg=0.   Q.E.D.

The following theorem is a partial generalization of a theorem due to Huber.

The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3 in [12], which can be referred to for

some of the topological details.

Theorem 5. Let M be a hyperbolic Riemann surface and let y be a closed curve

in M which is not homotopically trivial and which is not a point cycle. Letf: M'-> M

be a K quasiconformal map withf(y)~y". Then \q\^K. Ifiq= — K, then f has a fixed

point.

Proof. Following essentially the proof of Theorem 3 in [12], we obtain a com-

mutative diagram:

where/) is a holomorphic covering projection such that p*(irx(Br)) = <y> and/is a

K quasiconformal map of degree q. From Theorem 4 it follows that \q\=K. If

deg/= — K, then/has a fixed point and thus so does/   Q.E.D.

Let M be a hyperbolic Riemann surface. Then for each nontrivial closed curve

y in M we obtain a covering surface py : M(y) -> M with the property that
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p./.(7r1(M(y))) = <y>. If Miy) = Br, then we say that y is of type r. The corollary to

Theorem 4 implies that if y is of typerand/(y) is of type /, then t-¿rllKiff: M -+ M'

is £ quasiconformal.

7. Harmonic, £ quasiconformal maps. In remark (3) following Theorem 2,

it was observed that in general £ quasiconformal self-mappings of the unit disc D

are not distance decreasing with respect to the Poincaré-Bergman metric. In this

section we show that for a special class of £ quasiconformal maps, the situation is

different.

Before doing this, it is necessary to introduce some notation and to prove a

general lemma. Let/: M-> M' be a map of Riemannian manifolds. The map/

induces a vector bundle H/=/*(£(A/')) over M, where £(A£) is the tangent

bundle of A/'. The differential df can be considered as a 1-form with coefficients

in the bundle W. Let (p=\\dfi\\2. Using a method of Bochner (see [4, p. 121] or

[16, Chapter II]), we will compute a formula for the Laplacian A<p which involves

the curvatures of M and A/'. By examining a point where <p has a maximum, this

formula will imply that under some additional assumptions, harmonic £ quasi-

conformal maps are distance decreasing. To avoid confusion on signs, we shall use

the following notation.

A/= Riemannian manifold with metric given in a coordinate neighborhood

U = iuy,..., un) by ds2=gij du¡ du, and with metric connection V in £(A£).

W= Riemannian vector bundle over M with local trivializing sections wa over

U. The metric is given by <\wa, wßy = aaß and the metric connection in W is de-

noted by V.

V is the connection induced by V and V. This defines the covariant derivative of

elements of A"iM, W) = {p-forms with coefficients in W}.

d: ApiM, W) -> Ap + 1iM, W) is the exterior derivative.

8: A"iM, W) -+ AP~\M, W) is the adjoint of d.

A = do +odis the Laplacian. Thus for a function h on M, we have A/?= — güV,VjÄ

and Ah = 0 at a maximum off.

R'm is defined by VtVkX/-'Si'kVlXi = iqklXi where Xi = d/8ui.

R'am is defined by VlVkwe-V'kVlwli = R'%klwa.

We shall follow the usual conventions of tensor calculus (e.g. see [16]). How-

ever, it should be noted that the definition of R)kl in [16] differs from ours by a

minus sign. Finally we observe that if M has constant curvature G, then

Pirn = Gigjkg„-gngik).

Lemma. Let </> e A\M, W) be given in U by t/i = t/j^wa. Then

(9) A<#, <A> = <Af t>-\VW-lP4Mamt-X*tfHMsP'amr

Proof. Computing, we have

(Kwa\uo-(4>CoWc):cM = {K-,i-,c-Kc-,i}wa + K{wa.,Uc-Wa.c.i}

= (-ruR\ic>a + (nR'%ic>a.
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Now

g*¥.;*c + [-g^U, - "tóc-g^fcc;.]  = gbC{ - KR\ic + W'ßiclw..

Since the expression in [   ] is At/i and since

gbc<l>mc = ifWdi = V^kti,

we have

(10) A0,= -^k^éi + m>a + R,a\i4>íwa.

But A<|i/., <py = (-VkVkcb, i/>y-(Vki/j, Vfci/>>. The desired result now follows by

substituting (10) in the last equation.    Q.E.D.

Let/: A/—*- M' be a map, where A/and A/' are Riemann surfaces with hermitian

metrics. (For convenience, from now on all maps will be assumed to be sufficiently

differentiable.) As noted above, </i = df is an element of A'(M, W) where W=

f*(T(M')). We shall interpret the previous lemma for this case.

Choose local coordinates z = x1-r-;x2 in U^M and w=Ux + iu¡¡ in V<=M' where

f(U)<=V. In U and V, the metrics are given by ds2=g(dxf + dx2) and ds2 =

g'(duf + du2). The vector fields d/dux and d/8u2 induce, in a natural way, trivializing

sections wy and w2 of W\v. In terms of the notation introduced above, we have

aaß = (wa, Wß) = 8aßg' and R'apKi is essentially the Riemannian tensor of M'. Since

we have T>y = dua/8xj. Letting Gp and G'q denote the Gaussian curvature at p e M

and q e M' respectively, the lemma implies:

A<#,^> = (Ahiï-lWr-G^MXxW+IMXJi}
+2c;(P)||/*(^)A/*(;r2)||2

where Xi = d/dxi.

Following Eells-Sampson [4] we say that/is harmonic if Ai/i = 0. For Riemann

surfaces this concept is independent of the choice of the hermitian metric in the

domain. Let / be harmonic and let p be a maximum point of the function <-|i/r, </>>.

Then (11) implies that

(12)       o z -cp{|!/^1)ll2+ I!/*(^)II2}+2C7;(P)||/^1) a f*(x2)\\2.

Theorem 6. Let f: M ^ M' be a harmonic K quasiconformal map where M and

M' are as above. Assume that Gp= —A for every p e M and G'Q á — B<0 for every

q e M', where A and B are positive constants. If the function (^</¡, >/>} has a maximum

on M, then

\\MX)\\l. S (2A/B)K2\\X\\2M   for every XeT(M).

In particular, if M is compact and the curvature conditions are satisfied, then every

harmonic, K quasiconformal map f: M -> M' is distance decreasing up to a fixed

constant.
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Proof. Let/? be a maximum point of <^¡/r, ¡ft}. Using the curvature assumptions,

(12) yields:

(13) 2\\fm(Xx) A fi*iX2)\\2 á iA/B){\\f*iXy)\\2+ ||/*(^2)||2}.

Assume that Xy and X2 are orthonormal at p and let / denote the Jacobian of/

at p with respect to the local coordinates. A simple calculation shows that /=

||/*(Ari)A/*(Ar2)||,  and  since / is  £ quasiconformal,   \\f*iXt)\\a=JK.  By (13),

J2 <: iA/B)KJ and therefore J^ iA/B)K. Now

<<A, <¿>„ = ll/*(^i)||2+ ¡!/*(^2)||2 è 2JK è Í2A/B)K2.

Since <i/r, i/i> has a maximum at p, the result follows.    Q.E.D.

Corollary 1. Let fi.M^-M' be holomorphic and let everything else be as

above. Then

\\fÁX)\2M- ú (A/B)\\X\\2M.

Proof. Let u= \\f(Xx)\\2. Then (13) becomes 2u2-¿iA/B)2u or u^A/B. Since

(\ifi, >/i} = u^A/B and since dfiat any point is a rotation followed by an expansion,

the proof is complete.    Q.E.D.

Corollary 2. Let M=D with the Poincaré-Bergman metric. Let everything else

be as in Theorem 6, except possibly for the assumption <i/<, >p) has a maximum. Then

the conclusions of the theorem are still valid.

Proof. Let Dr = {z \ \z\ <r< 1} with the metric ds2 = ir2/ir2— \z\2)2) dz dz and let

ir: Dr^ D be the inclusion. If fi=fi° ir and </ir = dfr, then it is easy to see that

(t/jr, </>ry has a maximum in Dr. Since/ is harmonic and £ quasiconformal, we can

apply Theorem 6 to/. By letting r -» 1, we obtain the desired result for/    Q.E.D.

It is clear that we can use the same trick to replace M in Corollary 1 by D. Since

any holomorphic map between Riemann surfaces is harmonic, the corollary

reduces to the generalized Schwarz-Pick lemma when £=1 (see Kobayashi [10]).

Theorem 7. Let M and M' be Riemann surfaces and letfi.M^M' be harmonic

and K quasiconformal. Then

dM{fi(x),f(y)) Ú \?2KdMix, y),   for every x, y e M.

Proof. If dM' = 0, there is nothing to prove and if dM = 0, Theorem 3 implies

that/is constant. Thus we can assume that M and M' are hyperbolic. We have the

following commutative diagram:

/
£-^£

M—^M'
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where tt and it' are holomorphic and/and/are harmonic, A" quasiconformal maps.

The Poincaré-Bergman metric on D has constant curvature -4 and is invariant

under the group of holomorphic automorphisms of D. Thus n and it' induce

hermitian metrics on M and M' which have constant curvature —4 and which

induce the metrics dM and dw. Using Corollary 2 and the fact that 7r* is an isometry,

we obtain the infinitesimal version of the desired result.    Q.E.D.
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